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NEOBRAKE NB1088™
THE PREMIUM NON‐ABRASIVE BRAKE LINING
WHY THE NB 1088 BRAKE LINING? DOUBLE THE LIFE.
Conventional brake linings “dig” into drum walls and literally bring
trucks and trailers to a grinding halt. If longer wearing linings is your
goal, abrasive‐friction technology will only get you so far. The heat and
grating contact of the drum only work to shorten lining life, as well as
the life of drums, tires and affected wheel‐end components.
Premium‐grade NB1088 linings, in contrast, use what is called Transfer
Film Technology of Cohesive Friction to stop vehicles without gouging
drum walls and causing undue heat and wear. A non‐abrasive, chemical
bond is created instead. Linings not only last longer, drums do as well. In
fact, if the NB1088 doesn’t last twice as long as your previous linings, the next round is on us.
UNPRECEDENTED ADVANTAGES:
 Double lining and drum life
 Eliminating drum hot spotting and thermal cracking
 Reducing uneven tire wear
 Increasing wheel‐end component life
 Extending maintenance and replacement intervals
WHAT MAKES NB1088 LININGS SPECIAL? ALSO STOPS BRAKE SQUEAL.
The road is filled with endless driving frustrations, but brake squeal is one you can avoid with NB1088 linings. Since
they’re non‐abrasive, you won’t get that grating particle‐to‐drum contact that occurs with traditional linings. Other
reasons for it include:





Brake lining unsuitable for application
Drums constructed too light, or worn too thin
Wear in brake assembly components
Shoes constructed too light

AREN’T THESE ONLY FOR SEVERE‐DUTY VEHICLES? “NEGATORY, GOOD BUDDY.”
Transfer Film Technology is not new to heavy‐duty brakes, but the benefits of using cohesive friction are just as
advantageous in tractors and trailers as they are in transit and refuse vehicles. Doubling lining and drum life interests
every fleet and owner operator. Lower maintenance costs and longer wearing tires and wheel‐end components are
always in demand. So whatever the gig, the nb1088 delivers. You got your ears on, com on?
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WHAT WE HAVE JOINED TOGETHER, LET NO ONE PUT ASUNDER.
A stronger bond between the NB1088 Matrix Revolution™ drum you will not find. This is a relationship, in fact, where
no harmful friction will ever come between the two committed parties. Call it maintenance bliss. And why not? With
extended lining and drum life, ownership is just one constant honeymoon period.
Here’s why: when the nb1088 block comes into contact with the drum, special chemicals bleed out and form a thin
film layer on each surface of the lining and drum. A non‐abrasive bond acting as traditional friction is then created to
stop the drum without grinding it to a halt. Surely no one objects to this union?
NB1088 FORMULATION FACTS:
 Superior, asbestos‐free matrix
 Absence of conventional abrasives
 Special ingredients to promote controlled transfer film
 Film thickness 1 to 1.5 micron
 Friction developed due to cohesive forces at molecular level
 Special ingredients to control & condition film inter action
 Heat sink particles to lower the rubbing surface temperature
 FMVSS 121

DYNOMOMETER TEST PARAMETERS
Axle Rating
Brake Size
AL Factor
Rolling Radius

OTR
23,000 lbs
16.5 x 7"
165
20.5"

TRANSIT
26,000 lbs
14.5 x 10"
30 x 7
20.3"

PROPERTIES
Specific Gravity
Gogan Hardness
Tensile Strength
Maximum Temperature
CoF
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2.23
32 GC
5000 psi
700
FF

MATRIX NEOCAST
THE ULTIMATE ONE‐PIECE BRAKE SHOE
WHY THE MATRIX NEOCAST™? STAYING POWER.
The Matrix NeoCast™ one‐piece, heavy‐duty brake shoe is
a modern marvel in core design, boasting a high‐carbon
casting consisting of highest‐grade steel.
Unlike cast cores from the past, these are lightweight and
provide maximum lining support without sacrificing
strength. The result is a revolutionary one‐piece core offering numerous performance advantages
over press steel cores, including extended service life and associated savings overt that timespan.
WHAT MAKES THE MATRIX NEOCAST™ SPECIAL? BRUTE STRENGTH.
Press steel core table twist, flex and warp between each relining; thus, degrading braking
performance as drum contact becomes inconsistent. Truth is, conventional cores were originally
brought to market as one‐use. Disposable components, but thankfully the reman process offered a
way to curb costs.
Featuring advanced casting technology, Matrix NeoCast cores are built to last – no give like press
steel cores – giving you maximum lining support and constant, evenly applied contact with the drum.
Ultimately, guaranteeing 50% longer service life of the lining, while its robust high‐carbon
construction naturally resists rust for 10 years, as well as:







Eliminates welds that breaks
Eliminates web flex or stretch
Eliminates table flex
Improves stopping power
Dissipates heat from lining
Extends lining and drum life

Conventional
Steel press
shoe
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Matrix
NeoCast

IS MATRIX NEOCAST A GAME CHANGER? BIG TIME.
Conventional press steel cores cost you with every relining. But that practice
ends today. No more coining. No more degrading press steel shoes ‘til they’re
scrap. No, it’s tome you got more mileage from your shoes.
We cast Matrix NeoCast cores to perform. Again. And Again. And Again. The savings and sustainable
benefits are self‐evident – a fundamental change in truck and fleet maintenance programs. Yet the
biggest advantage is unprecedented performance – and safety – a win‐win for everyone traveling the
roadways.

Cast core dissipates heat from lining boosting
brake effectiveness and increasing lining and
drum life
High‐carbon casting resists rust for 10 years
Solid, one‐piece construction eliminates
coining costs during relining
No web flex or stretch, maximizing torque to
ensure constant lining‐to‐drum contact
High‐tech design allows for equal weight to
press steel core

 Anchor and cam roller ends
machined for precision fir, heat
treated to 50‐60 HRC compared to
press steel at only 40‐50 HRC (due to
softer steel required for welds)

 Eliminates and improves brake CSA
problems at the wheel end

 Reduces cost of ownership through
extended service life of wheel‐end
components and longer intervals
between relinings

 No welds to break
 No table flex to maximize lining
contact with drum, increasing
stopping power and guaranteeing
50% longer life of lining
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MATRIX REVOLUTION™
THE IMPECCABLE MACHINE‐BALANCED BRAKE DRUM
WHY MATRIX REVOLUTION? DIMENSIONAL CONTROL.
A traditional cast drum can appear perfectly balanced to the naked eye,
so it is not surprising that an owner/operator, fleet manager or
procurement decision‐maker would see an opportunity to save cash and
equip their truck with a less expensive drum.
But, my, how shortsighted can one be?
Sure, price plays a role. But when it comes to overall performance and service life, there’s so many other factors to
take into account. What is it made of? Where is it machined? How is it balanced? Brake drums not only must pass the
muster of initial cost, but they must also overcome the constant fluctuation in extreme temperatures. This is the test
that trips ordinary drums.
For starters, only the inner wall of a cast drum is machined, which leaves dimensional inconsistencies in the outer wall
that you must correct (cue weld0on weights and balance cuts). If you ask us, we think someone is selling an
incomplete brake drum.
So we went out of our way to offer a product that outperforms them. The Matrix Revolution drum doesn’t look like
another because it outshines all others – beginning with impeccably machined inner and outer walls for maximum
dimensional control.
WHAT’S SPECIAL ABOUT THIS DRUM? IT’S COOLER. WAY COOLER.
No doubt you won’t find a cooler looking brake drum around, but we’re talking about more than its steely, buff and
“unpainted” finish. (for the record, it comes with a clear protective coating.) It screams pure muscle, because that’s
what its sculpted, one‐piece construction was engineered to provide, featuring:







Premium, virgin ore – no scrap/cheap filler material
Consistent wall thickness
Even heat distribution
Uniform thermal heat expansion
Optimal lining‐to‐drum contact
Extended service life of drum, linings and tires

When you combine added strength and structural integrity with the precision of the machine‐balanced process, great
things happen. Heat transfers evenly, drum symmetry remains intact, and operating temperatures fall. And, thus, it’s
cooler.
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IMPECCABLY BALANCED FROM THE MOMENT IT ROLLS OFF THE LINE.

Engineered to SAE
metallurgical standards and
meets OE specifications.

Machined to tighter weight
and tolerance specs, lapping
the status quo

Balanced without cutting
into bands or welding on
weights.

Analyzed, strength‐tested
and inspected to ensure
each batch measures up.

Shipped ready to roll and
kick start a performance
revolution.

IF EVER A DRUM TO BEAT, THE MATRIX REVOLUTION IS IT.
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Trudell Trailers of Minnesota

Trudell Trailers of Green Bay

Trudell Trailers of Eagan
Trudell Trailers of Grand Rapids

Trudell Trailers of Milwaukee

Trudell Trailers of Green Bay
2049 Creamery Road
De Pere, WI 54115
920‐336‐0601

Trudell Trailers of Milwaukee
2435 W. Southbranch Blvd.
Oak Creek, WI 53154
414‐761‐9355

Trudell Trailers of Minnesota
9600 71st Street NE
Albertville, MN 55301
763‐497‐7084

Trudell Trailers of Grand Rapids
6634 Center Industrial Drive
Jenison, MI 49428
616‐777‐0890

Trudell Trailers of Eagan
829 Aldrin Drive
Eagan, MN 55121
651‐406‐8000
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